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yeahMGEX WHEAT RECAP 
Tuesday, May 12, 2015 

Futures Settlements: Cash: Delivered Rail Chicago/Beyond (includes $0.15/bu BN fee) 

 Close Chg Today's 
Volume 

AM 
O.I. 

O.I 
Chg 

Protein: 12.0-13.0% 13.0-13.5% 14.0-14.5% 15.0-16% 

MWN5 536^4 S -0^2 3309 36056 -192 Basis MWN: +75 +70/+100 +175/+200 +350/+400 

MWU5 548^4 S -0^4 1172 12687 -591 Info:  nominal offer/train bid/train train/cars 

MWZ5 564^2 S -1^0 836 13236 +175 Change: unch dn 5/up 15 unch/unch up 50/unch 

MWH6 578^4 S -1^6 164 5654 +95 Mpls Truck:  -30 +20 +45 

MWK6 587^2 S -1^4 73 1160 -1 Portland May-MWK June-MWN July-MWN Aug-MWU 

MWN6 591^2 S -0^4 38 220 +42 14%proBasis  +175/+220 +175/+220 +140/+190 +105/+150 

Totals:   5,594 69,071 -471  unch/dn 20 unch/unch unch/unch unch/unch 

Cash Exchanges: 1,038 Options: 1 

Receipts on the Floor:   
113 cars and 3 trains 

Implied option vols: 
N: 22%, U: 23% Z: 21% 

Spring wheat basis was mixed in the spot market and flat to down 20 
in the PNW. There are 522 receipts outstanding from MWK 
deliveries.  

Commentary: 
Grain markets closed flat in wheat and corn and sharply lower in soybeans after the May WASDE 
report. Wheat staged a short-covering rally in early trade with resistance at 484-485 giving way to a test 
of the two-week high at 490 ½. But the rally failed to generate follow through, as can happen with short-
covering, and we drifted back down to close around unchanged. Technically, wheat is in no man’s land 
right here at 480 having failed to follow through on today’s breakout. Corn did not manage to close 
higher despite a valiant effort. The corn balance sheet is actually projected to tighten year over year 
with 15/16 ending stocks declining by about 100 million bushels. The USDA did not revise corn yield 
higher reminding us that over 90% of corn yield variability is determined by July weather. Thus, it is 
interesting that funds are so eager to press corn shorts at this price and in May. Speculative capital is 
indeed searching very hard for a return and is willing to get ahead of the farmer and take on all of the 
summer weather risk to be on board in the event of a repeat of last year’s perfect growing conditions. 
Admittedly, we are off to a great start but the current market structure continues to imply large upside 
potential in both corn and wheat prices should a fundamental catalyst develop to trigger a short-
covering rally. The liquidity necessary for managed funds to get to net even should the need arise 
would likely require a 30-40 cent rally in corn and a dollar rally in wheat. There is, however, no 
persuasive argument for such an event at this time.  
 
The USDA’s HRW production of 853 million bushels and SRW production of 416 million bushels was in 
line with my expectations, while the SWW figure of 191 million bushels assumes a crop-saving rain for 
WA. There does seem to be very good potential for rains in WA wheat areas tonight and through the 
weekend. USDA revised old crop ending stocks 25 million bushels higher to 709 million, in line with 
trade expectations given the slow pace of shipments to date. The increase in old crop ending stocks 
panned out to 12 million in HRS, 8 million in HRW, and 5 million in SRW. On the new crop balance 
sheet, the USDA projects US wheat ending stocks rising to 793 million for 15/16 with the ending 
stocks/use ratio rising from 34.5% in old crop to 37.0% in new crop. The new crop balance sheet 
reflects an increase in 15/16 exports to 925 million bushels from the revised 860 million in 13/14. This 
65 million bushel increase is explained by the 20 million bushels of the old crop program rolling to new 
crop and the remainder is essentially just SRW exports returning to a more normal figure following last 
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year’s quality disaster that curtailed the ability of exporters to meet normal specs. SRW exports could 
be up 40-50 million bushels in 15/16 from 14/15 while HRW and HRS exports are flat or only marginally 
higher year over year.  
 
World wheat ending stocks are projected to rise 2 million tonnes year over year with world trade 
declining as production increases in China and North Africa are offset by smaller crops in Russia and 
the EU. We expect the world balance sheet to tighten 3-5 million tonnes in the next WASDE report. 
Indian production of 90 million tonnes was 3 million higher than the USDA Attaché report from last 
week and imports were stated at 0.5 million vs. the Attaché at 1.0 million. North African production of 20 
million tonnes vs 17 million last year may also come down as heat this month is said to be reducing 
yields.  
 
WN/WU traded in to -6 today but then backed off back out to -7. The VSR observation period begins 
next week and we expect 5 cents/mo storage to hold given the large fund short in WN.  
 
KN-WN traded up to resistance at 30 and spectacularly failed, falling precipitously back to 25 in the 
close. It settled at 27 ¼. Volume was a contract high for the KN5-WN5 ladder at nearly 6,000 and likely 
a new record for the KC-Chi ladder overall. 30 was the first retracement objective and after today’s 
trade will likely set up as heavier resistance.  
 
Reuters reported that Canadian planting is 50% complete for all crops, the earliest plant in 10 years. 
Peas, lentils, and durum go in first. Southern AB remains a dry spot to monitor going forward as it 
constitutes probably 25% of spring wheat.  
 
Heavy rains in TX/OK are now problematic and there is open discussion in the industry of potential 
quality problems and yield loss. OK has received nearly 5 inches of rain in May so far and forecasts call 
for another 2-4” over the next week. This is a situation to monitor. The overall quality impact to delivery 
stocks is likely negligible as wheat very rarely moves south to north. The immediate impact will be lost 
production and a tightening balance sheet. KC calendar spreads continued to rally and seem to be 
responsive to wet forecasts. We note that KW N-Z at -25 is narrower than MW N-Z at -28, quite the 
rarity. This suggests that if you are short MWN vs KWN you should probably take the edge and roll the 
position to MWZ vs. KWZ.  
 
–Austin Damiani 


